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The Sheikhs of Sharjahâ€¦. Arrogant, wealthy, and dominant, the Sheikhs of Sharjah will stop at

nothing to get what they desire, especially when it comes to claiming their women. Slave to the

SheikhWhen Sheikh Amir al-Aziz sets his sights on the lovely and brilliant professor, Dr. Daniella

Hamilton, she is ill-equipped to handle the handsome Sheikh's forceful seduction. Yet, Daniella is

adamantâ€”Amir is the last man she would ever get involved with, even if he was the last man on

earth. Nothing but an arrogant, wealthy playboy, the full-figured beauty refuses to be another

woman on his endless list of conquests just because sheâ€™s a novelty to him. But in rebuffing him,

Daniella has no idea the danger sheâ€™s put herself in. With her vehement protests and denials,

she has just aroused and now awakened the dominant beast within. When Daniella finds herself in

a tenuous predicament that threatens not only her reputation, but her professionalism, and

ultimately her career, she also finds herself at the Sheikhâ€™s mercy. Amir is willing to overlook her

transgression, but on one conditionâ€”she surrenders her body to him. And not just for one night, but

for as long as he desires. Faced with a humiliating, career ending dilemma, Daniella has no choice

but to accept his offer, and the Sheikh is clear, she will belong to himâ€”completely owned by

himâ€”her body his slave. But when she surrenders to his skillful domination, will it ultimately be Amir

who finds himself the one enslaved?WARNING: This book contains explicit material for adults only.

It features 'dubious consent' erotica themes which some readers may find objectionable.
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Absolutely FABULOUS, WONDERFUL, AMAZING and an EXCITING read. Such charater

development and Amir and Daniella were so made for each other. The sex was so hot and steamy

that It had me melting into a puddle. Amir was such an alpha male and a take charge kind of

gentleman and Daniella's submissive nature was the cherry to his drink. And I must say again the

"SEX WAS TOTALLY HOT, HOT, HOT....!!!" This book left me breathless... And such a HEA. I

simply must locate every thing written by this author, Nadia Aidan you definitely know how to bring

life to your words in print. I can't wait for the Second installment, hurry please...!!!

Once again, this is what happens when an amazing 2/3 meets a bad 1/3. This book was sooooo 5

star worthy. It had it all; great H/H (ignore the cover of this book - the heroine was very black and

curvy), undeniable chemistry, and the sex was freaking AMAZING!!! I was so loving this book that I

almost stopped at the halfway point to write my 5 star review; however, experience has taught me

that such a thing could come back and bite me so I held off on reviewing this book until the

end........and I'm glad I did.***Spoiler Alert******Spoiler Alert******Spoiler AlertI need for the Romance

Writer's Association (yes, I made that up but it may actually exist) to officially ban certain

plots/storylines, and sitting at the very top of that list should be "getting pregnant and running away"

storylines,0. Geez, authors, that crap has been sooooooo overdone that it's just laughable now. You

are way too talented for such contrived drama, Nadia Aidan. This story had "yes!!" written all over it

until it got to the 60% point on my Kindle/IPad. The moment I realize where this story was going, I

screwed up my mouth, rolled my eyes, and let out a very disappointed sigh. I cannot stand books

where the heroine indulges in behavior that can lead to pregnancy, gets pregnants and runs away -

leaving the father in the dark about said pregnancy. I just can't with such storylines. It would be

understandable if this was a young adult romance, but not the case when you have two mature

adults involved. I really need for that type of storyline to be banned stat. I'm soooo not happy

because that ruined the entire story for me. It even soured me on the HEA. Do better authors.

I had just finished read The Mark Of Kane when I went looking through my kindle and discovered I

have several books by this author and I have been remiss in my reviews. Nadia is a storyteller. the



story she weAves between Amir and Daniella is compelling Nd full of depth. Again the skill in which

she writes her stories like the current influx of hack IR authors makes you forget, as one should that

this is an IR story. there are no cliche racial references in any of her novels, and the reader is

immersed into the story not just for sciences of white man screwing a black woman in under 100

puff pages. I totally LOVE her work! This book and hopefully series is recommended ALSO it's a

fully written novel and not the current trend of writing 1/2 passed stories with a "cliffhanger" excuse.

It was a little difficult to get through the beginning of this book. I like a good dominate alpha male,

but this was over-the-top domination bordering heavily on a somewhat reluctant female. However,

once you get past that, it becomes a great erotic read that has an actual storyline and finishes with

an HEA ending.

Omg!! I have officially fallen in love with this book! I just finished it and I'm still in awe. It was just an

amazing book and very much worth the read! I can't wait for the next book! This is going to be an

amazing series!

Really great story with a different twist to other Sheik stories out there. I only wish it had been longer

as I found $5.05 that I paid at the time of this review, was WAY too expensive for the word count

and only 115 pages..

This was sickening! Well, mostly since I did give it 2 stars. This was nothing like I hoped it would be!

Of course the title gave me pause but I figured it could be something more but it wasn't. Daniella's

first coupling and all that were told with the Sheikh wasn't anything short of rape! And talk about

Stockholm syndrome, this was crazy! She was fearful of her life's work and was in love with Amir

but his treatment of her was nothing like the man was said to portray. Even his own cousin didn't

think he was in love with her! I was disgusted as I read this book but I did continue to the end. Even

though it sort of had a HEA it still wasn't enough to erase what was wrong, vile and degrading about

the sheikh's actions and Daniella's poor perception of herself. So... since I still felt compelled to

complete the book, 2 stars.

Then I thought that everyone in the story acted like they didn't have any sense.The H and h were

both supposed to be smart people, however they both made decisions off of hear-say. Give me a

break.The cousin is really smart, but runs to tell the h what he thought before getting his facts



straight.Actually this was kind of stupid, the more I think about it.Something you supposedly love so

much, you would give it up without the other persons knowledge so that it don't get used as a pawn.

Bull!!!!Four stars because the beginning was so good.Will read another of this authors books.
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